Professional or recreational. Competition or fun. Based in Fürth, Germany, uvex is one of the leading international manufacturers of personal protective equipment and has been inspiring customers with pioneering technologies and innovative products for more than 90 years. Whether it’s leisure, sport, or work, uvex products help you to achieve your best. uvex – protecting people since 1926.
Proudly protected by uvex

Protecting people is our mission, our responsibility – but also our passion. We are proud of our athletes' performance that we support and protect with the highest level of safety. When split seconds count. In every moment. 365 days of the year.
wherever you enjoy the view

Dusty roads. Bright sunshine. Breathtaking nature. Enjoy great views, wherever you are.
wherever your vision counts

Sun or rain. Light or dark. Mountain or valley. Master every situation.
wherever you need to focus

Racing through the city or cruising across the fields. Hard climbs or fast corners. Arrive safe at your destination with uvex.
See more. Achieve more. Experience more. Cycling, running, or leisure. From town to trail. In any weather.

With high-quality materials, innovative technologies, and state-of-the-art safety standards, uvex sports and leisure eyewear is the perfect companion – any time, any place, anywhere. Best protection. 24/7. 365 days a year. Wherever you go.
Riding roots on the singletrack or exploring the urban jungle. E-scooter or road bike. Brake lights or sunset. The uvex colorvision lens technology delivers the visual performance required for different light conditions, different environments, and different sports.

The three colorvision filters – outdoor, urban, and daily – ensure optimum contrast and color perception. For improved detail detection and better awareness of uneven terrain. For town, trail, and everyday use.

\[ \text{uvex colorvision technology} \]

- Ultimate contrast enhancement
- Maximized color perception
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
uvex sportstyle 706 CV V

Beginner or pro rider, with the uvex sportstyle 706 CV V, you’re good to go – on trail or off. With their robust frame design, these mountain bike glasses are suitable for all terrains. The large, reflective litemirror lenses increase peripheral vision, protect against UVA, UVB, and UVC rays, and defuse sun glare. The ventilation openings on the edge of the lens are designed to keep these sports glasses clear and fog-free.

uvex colorvision

The uvex colorvision lens technology gives you ultimate contrast enhancement and maximum color perception on every trail.

uvex variomatic®

For automatic, stepless lens-tinting from cat. 1 to 3: from light to dark in 25 seconds.

Comfort

Adjustable nose pads and soft, adjustable temple ends ensure a perfect, pressure-free fit.
uvex sportstyle 803 CV V

The uvex sportstyle 803 CV V combines the uvex colorvision lens technology with the fully automatic adjustment of the uvex variomatic® lenses. The frameless design ensures the best all-round view.

**Features**
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.013.2296
colorvision outdoor
variomatic® (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 706 CV V

The uvex sportstyle 706 CV V combines uvex colorvision lens technology with the fully automatic adjustment of the uvex variomatic® lenses (cat. 1–3). The durable rubber nosepads deliver best resistance to all light conditions, increased color brilliance, and more contrast.

**Features**
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.041.2206
colorvision outdoor
variomatic® (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V small

Extended view is the motto of the ultra-light uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V small. The large litemirror lenses ensure the best protection even in the low riding position, the frameless design for the best all-round view, and the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current lighting conditions.

**Features**
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.042.2206
colorvision outdoor
variomatic® (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 803 CV

The uvex sportstyle 803 CV protects in the low riding position on a road bike with lenses which have been extended at the top, and delivers a vibrant viewing experience thanks to uvex colorvision lenses. The large lenses and frameless design provide draft-free protection and unrestricted views.

**Features**
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.043.2206
colorvision outdoor
supravision® (cat. 1–3)
uvex sportstyle 803 CV small

The uvex sportstyle 803 CV small protects in the low riding position on a road bike with lenses which have been extended at the top, and delivers a vibrant viewing experience thanks to uvex colorvision lenses. The large lenses and harmless design provide draft-free protection and unrestricted views.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temples
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.014.2296 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.015.2296 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
white S53.2.015.8890 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.017.2295 colorvision daily mirror green (cat. 3)
grey S53.2.017.5598 colorvision daily mirror plasma (cat. 3)
brown black S53.2.017.6297 colorvision daily mirror champagne (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 224 CV

Versatility meets an extraordinary viewing experience: the uvex sportstyle 224 CV is equally suitable for hiking, jogging, and cycling and impresses with a new dimension of color brilliance and contrast.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.045.2296 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.045.8896 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
white S53.2.045.8890 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.045.2290 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
white S53.2.045.8896 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 36 CV

The eyewear for a versatile, sporty summer combined with a brilliant visual experience – that is the uvex lgl 36 CV. On the beach, in the mountains, or in the city, the mirror lenses reliably protect from damaging rays and also ensure detailed perception, thanks to the uvex colorvision lens technology.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Curve 10
- Optical insert (optional)
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.015.2296 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
white S53.2.015.8896 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 707 CV

Extended view is the motto of the ultralight uvex sportstyle 707 CV. The large litemirror lenses ensure the best protection even in the low riding position, the half-frame design for best all-round visibility, and the colorvision lenses guarantee the ultimate contrast on the road.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.045.2296 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.045.8896 colorvision outdoor litemirror (cat. 3)
white S53.2.045.8890 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.045.2290 colorvision urban litemirror (cat. 3)
uvex sportstyle 706 CV

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 CV is ready for every trail and the new uvex colorvision lenses provide even more vibrant colors and contrast. The lenses filter out particular wavelengths to enhance contrasts and increase color perception. Litemirror lenses protect from damaging UV rays and reduce glare.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UV-A, UV-B, UV-C protection up to 400 nm

• black matte
  S53.2.048.2094
colorvision urban
litemirror (cat. 2)

• black matte
  S53.2.048.2392
colorvision daily
litemirror (cat. 3)

• black matte
  S53.2.048.2394
colorvision outdoor
litemirror (cat. 3)
Sun, wind, or rain. Leafy canopy or cloudless sky. From the first light of day to the twilight hours. The uvex variomatic® lenses deliver perfect protection and enhanced visual performance in any weather.

The photochromic lenses react fast to changing light conditions and transition smoothly from clear to dark in just 25 seconds – taking a spare pair of sunglasses is history. uvex variomatic® eyewear is ideal for running, cycling, or horseback riding.

uvex variomatic®

- Automatic, stepless self-tinting
- Multiple filter categories levels in one lens (cat. 0–3 and cat. 1–3)
- From light to dark in 25 seconds
uvex sportstyle 804 V

The perfect eyewear for endurance athletes. The large lenses of the uvex sportstyle 804 V protect the eyes from wind, while the frameless design offers an unrestricted field of view. In these ultralight sports glasses, the lens curvature is extended upwards. So when you are riding in a low aero position on your road bike, the glasses still provide reliable protection – also against UVA, UVB, and UVC rays. The integrated lens ventilation maintains the anti-fog performance of the lenses on steep climbs or short rest breaks.

uvex variomatic®

This race-ready eyewear delivers automatic, stepless self-tinting in just 25 seconds. Ideal for changing weather conditions and long days on the bike.

uvex supravision®

The uvex supravision® lens technology ensures fog-free vision without affecting the optical quality of the lens.

Comfort

The integrated, flexible nose pads of the uvex sportstyle 804 V guarantee the best possible fit at all times.
uvex sportstyle 804 V

The uvex sportstyle 804 V comes in a modern shield look. This guarantees the widest possible field of vision. The uvex variomatic® lenses adapt automatically to the current lighting conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Curve 10
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
533.2.039.2201
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

silver blue metallic
533.2.039.5401
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

silver white
533.2.039.8801
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

white
533.2.039.8803
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 803 race V small

The uvex sportstyle 803 race V small is specially designed for smaller faces. The lens contour of this ultralight sports eyewear has been extended upwards, so it reliably protects against UVA, UVB, and UVC. Bonus: the glasses adapt to the current light conditions thanks to the uvex variomatic® lens technology.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Curve 10
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
533.2.039.2203
variomatic®
Ibixmir smoke (cat. 0–3)

black red mat
533.2.071.2303
variomatic®
Ibixmir blue (cat. 1–3)

silver blue metallic
533.2.071.5403
variomatic®
Ibixmir silver (cat. 1–3)

white
533.2.071.8803
variomatic®
Ibixmir blue (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 803 race V

Extended vision is the motto of the ultralight uvex sportstyle 803 race V. The large litemirror lenses deliver best protection even in the low lying position on a road bike, the frameless design offers best all round vision, and the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Curve 10
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black
533.2.071.2203
variomatic®
Ibixmir blue (cat. 1–3)

red
533.2.071.3303
variomatic®
Ibixmir silver (cat. 1–3)

white
533.2.071.8803
variomatic®
Ibixmir blue (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 812 V

Thanks to base Curve 10 lenses the uvex sportstyle 812 V opens up a perceived 180° panoramic view, and the optical curve provides more protection from drafts. The uvex variomatic® technology tints the lens.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Curve 10
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
533.2.039.2201
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

silver blue metallic
533.2.039.5401
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

silver white
533.2.039.8801
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)

white
533.2.039.8803
variomatic®
Ibixmir (cat. 1–3)
uvex sportstyle 803 V

An unrestricted, wide field of view is guaranteed thanks to the design of the ultralight uvex sportstyle 803 V. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer best protection even in the low riding position on a road bike. The frameless design delivers the best all-round view, and the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flat temples
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
S53.2.003.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

white
S53.2.004.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 803 V small

Wider vision for smaller faces is the motto of the uvex sportstyle 803 V small. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer best protection even in the low riding position on a road bike, the frameless design delivers the best all-round view, and the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flat temples
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
S53.2.004.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

white
S53.2.004.8801 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

Pablo Dapena González
ITU long-distance World Champion 2018
Team BMC
uvex sportstyle 706 V

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 V is ready for every weather. Thanks to the uvex variomatic® technology, it automatically adapts from filter category 1 to 3 in response to the prevailing light conditions in seconds. The uvex supravision® anti-fog coating and vent cut-outs at the edge of the lenses ensure that the uvex sportstyle 706 V stays clear and fog-free.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.0.894.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white black mat S53.0.894.8201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
blue grey S53.0.872.4501 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
purple pink mat S53.0.894.3301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white S53.0.872.8801 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 802 V

The uvex sportstyle 802 V is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 1–3). uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white black mat S53.0.894.8201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
blue grey S53.0.872.4501 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
purple pink mat S53.0.894.3301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white S53.0.872.8801 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 802 V small

The uvex sportstyle 802 V small is specially designed for anyone with a smaller face who is out in all weathers. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically change tint in response to the light conditions. The uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black S53.0.894.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white black mat S53.0.894.8201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
blue grey S53.0.872.4501 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
black red S53.0.872.2201 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
purple pink mat S53.0.894.3301 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
white S53.0.872.8801 variomatic® smoke (cat. 1–3)
Trekking or touring. Hiking or mountaineering. Wherever your adventure takes you.

Whether you opt for one of the sporty half rim models or the practical interchangeable lens technology of a model like the uvex blaze III, the uvex allround collection offers allround protection against sun, dust, wind, and insects. The perfect choice for a wide range of outdoor activities and individual preferences.
uvex blaze III

A clear view, whatever the weather. With its interchangeable lens technology, the uvex blaze III is equipped for all weather conditions and offers 100% UVA, UVB, and UVC protection as well as optimal sun glare protection. The uvex blaze III comes with three interchangeable lenses in clear, litemirror orange, and smoke. Soft nosepads and temple ends provide a secure and comfortable fit on every ride. Comes with a matching eyewear pouch.

Interchangeable lens technology
Thanks to the innovative uvex lens technology, the three interchangeable lenses of the uvex blaze III can be easily switched as required.

Comfort
Eyewear is comfortable when you forget you’re wearing it. The soft nose pads ensure an optimal fit on the bridge of the nose for enhanced comfort.

Secure fit
The soft temples of the uvex blaze III provide a secure fit on every trail or track.
uvex sportstyle 812

Thanks to Curve 10 lenses, the uvex sportstyle 812 opens up a perceived 180° panorama. In addition to a wide field of vision, the optical curve offers more protection from drafts. With the uvex supravision® technology against fogging.

Features
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Curve 10
- Easy to clean
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 804

The uvex sportstyle 804 comes in a modern shield look. This guarantees the widest possible field of vision. During temperature changes, the uvex supravision® coating prevents fogging.

Features
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 114

Versatile half-frame eyewear with interchangeable lens technology: the uvex sportstyle 114 comes with three interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) and can be quickly adapted to a variety of situations. The litemirror lenses reliably reduce glare.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Interchangeable lens construction
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 115

Just one click is all that’s needed to remove the lens from the uvex sportstyle 115. Now, the user simply inserts one of the three included interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) to be ready for all light conditions.

Features
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Interchangeable lens construction
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
uvex sportstyle 117

The uvex sportstyle 117 is a half-frame model with a wraparound lens and retro look – making it very modern. It delivers complete protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays; the litemirror lens protects from glare, and it fits snugly on the head, without any pressure, thanks to adjustable nose pads and temple ends.

Features
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Interchangeable lens construction
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Going ski touring, hiking, or jogging: the uvex blaze III accompanies you on any adventure. With three interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) it is ready for all light conditions and also has 100% UVA, UVB, and UVC protection.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Interchangeable lens construction
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex blaze III

black mat
553.1.979.2216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

black mat white
553.1.979.2816
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

yellow
553.1.979.7716
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

white
553.1.979.8816
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

black red
553.2.046.2316
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

black blue
553.2.046.2416
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)

white black
553.2.046.8216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
litemirror orange (cat. 1)
clear (cat. 0)
uvex sportstyle 224

Cycling, jogging, or a day in the mountains: the uvex sportstyle 224 is suitable for every activity while providing reliable protection. The litemirror lens coating reduces glare and the nose pads are individually adjustable. If required, an optical insert can be added.

Features
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Optical insert (optional)
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 222 pola

The uvex sportstyle 222 pola is a true multi-talent: the uvex polavision® lenses absorb diffused light and protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and strain. The glasses also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays. Bonus: comes with a buoyant strap for extra support and comfort, especially in water-sports activities.

Features
- uvex polavision® lens technology
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Floatable strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 225 pola

The uvex sportstyle 225 pola is a true all-rounder with a sporty look. The elegant, mat eyewear has 100% UV protection plus soft nose pads and temple ends, to ensure uncompromising comfort.

Features
- uvex polavision® lens technology
- Soft temple ends
- Soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 706

Cycling, jogging, or a day in the mountains: the uvex sportstyle 706 is ready for every trail. The litemirror lens coating reliably protect from damaging UV rays and reduce distracting glare.

Features
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
uvex sportstyle 221

The uvex sportstyle 211 is a real eye-catcher, due to its distinctive frame design. The all-round sports eyewear reliably protects from damaging UV rays in all activities. Thanks to the soft nose pads and temple ends, it fits snugly and comfortably on the head.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 226

Whether hiking in the mountains, cycling, or relaxing at the lake – the uvex sportstyle 226 is perfect for all uses. The sporty half-frame eyewear protects the eyes at all times from damaging UVA, UVB, and UVC rays, and looks great too.

Features
- Curve 10
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 225

The uvex sportstyle 225 is a true allrounder with a sporty look. The elegant, mat eyewear has 100% UV protection plus soft nose pads and temple ends, to ensure uncompromising comfort.

Features
- Soft temple ends
- Soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 211

The uvex sportstyle 211 is a real eye-catcher – also because of its striking frame design. The all-round sports glasses reliably protect against dangerous UV radiation during all activities. Thanks to the soft nose pads and temple ends, it sits comfortably on the head.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm
uvex sportstyle 217 set

The uvex sportstyle 217 set includes 20 pairs of sporty half-frame glasses in a range of colors. Every model has the same-classic design language, 100% UV-protection, and comfortable nose pads and temple ends.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 215

Half-frame design meets broad polymer temple ends: the uvex sportstyle 215 is true all-round eyewear with a striking, sporty look. With full UV-protection and great fit.

Features
- Soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 204

Inspired by uvex work protection, the uvex sportstyle 204 is not just a convincing entry model. The eyewear, with its trendy monochrome look, reliably protects the eyes from UV rays.

Features
- Soft temple ends
- Soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 223

The uvex sportstyle 223 is the sporty half-frame eyewear that’s a real allrounder, ready for every sport: very light, with soft nose pads and temple ends. Thanks to the Scellant lenses the glasses don’t just protect from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays, they are also effective against glare.

Features
- Soft temple ends
- Soft nosepads
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

· Soft temple ends
· Soft nosepads
· 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

46 47
lifestyle eyewear

Classic or fashionable. Mirrored or polarized, uvex sunglasses are available for every style and every face shape.

Enjoy the sun or reduce the glare effect. For dependable protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation up to 400 nm. In summer, on the daily commute, or after work. On the highway or in the beer garden. With you all the way, wherever you play.
uvex lgl 43

With a timeless design and on-trend colors, the uvex lgl 43 is the ideal lifestyle eyewear for the city and the outdoors. The mirrored lenses have the highest optical quality. The frame has a slim, feminine design and the havanna-speckled pattern together with the vivid bluegreen lenses create an extraordinary color mix. A real eye-catcher that combines style and technology, the uvex lgl 43 is the perfect summer accessory.

1. **Comfort**
The adjustable temples on the uvex lgl 43 ensure a comfortable fit.

2. **On-trend design**
The uvex lgl 43 is characterized by its excellent design and stylish color mixes in four variations – for a confident, fashionable look.

3. **UV protection**
The high-quality sun protection lenses offer the highest UVA, UVB, and UVC protection up to 400 nm and meet European and international standards.
uvex lgl 41

With its large, striking frame and logo on the temples, the uvex lgl 41 is a true statement model for daily life. Full protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is, of course, included.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
- New colorway
- New model

uvex lgl 30 pola

The uvex polavision® lenses of the uvex lgl 30 pola absorb diffused light and thus protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and overexertion. The uvex lgl 30 pola lifestyle sunglasses not only look trendy, but also offer full protection.

Features
- uvex polavision® lens technology
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 21

Whether in the city or at the beach, the uvex lgl 21 does it all. Trendy colors and mirror lenses mean the wearer looks great everywhere, while still being reliably protected from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
- New colorway
- New model

uvex lgl 40

The uvex lgl 40 are lifestyle sunglasses for every day. The popular pilot style meets subtle color in this fashionable mat option. Protection from UV rays is, of course, guaranteed.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
- New colorway
- New model
**uvex lgl 32**

Hip lifestyle eyewear: the uvex lgl 32 is an eye-catcher in the city. The full-mirror lenses and ultralight metal frame don't just look great, the eyewear also provides 100% protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

**Features**
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

---

**uvex lgl 35**

The stylish uvex lgl 35 is a real eye-catcher. Of course, the lifestyle glasses with their mirrored lenses guarantee full protection against UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation.

**Features**
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

---

**New colorway**

**New model**

---

**black**
S53.2.045.2216
mirror silver (cat. 3)

**gun**
S53.2.045.4716
mirror blue (cat. 3)

**gold**
S53.2.045.6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)

**black mat**
S53.2.056.2216
mirror red (cat. 3)

**black clear**
S53.2.065.2316
mirror silver (cat. 3)

**berry crystal**
S53.2.065.3316
mirror silver (cat. 3)

**havanna**
S53.2.065.6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)
uvex lgl 33 pola

Sporty-styled frame and full-mirror lenses: the uvex lgl 33 pola is the relaxed companion for the summer. The uvex polavision® lenses absorb diffuse light and protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and strain.

Features

- uvex polavision® lens technology
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 43

The uvex lgl 43 is characterized by its excellent craftsmanship and skillful color mixes for a confident, fashionable look. The adjustable temples offer high comfort and ensure a comfortable fit.

Features

- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat
533.0.986.2250
polavision®
mirror silver (cat. 3)

black pink mat
533.0.986.2340
polavision®
mirror purple (cat. 3)

black blue
533.0.986.2440
polavision®
mirror blue (cat. 3)

havanna mat
533.0.986.6660
polavision®
mirror yellow (cat. 3)

lifestyle eyewear
uvex lgl 39

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 42

Calm, classic, mat. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all-round piece to always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 39

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 42

Calm, classic, mat. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all-round piece to always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 39

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 42

Calm, classic, mat. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all-round piece to always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
In the mountains or on the sun terrace. On a bike tour with friends or a family vacation. Effective sun protection is crucial, wherever you are. Protection for the eyes should never be forgotten – especially for the youngest. Because children’s eyes in particular need special protection.

The uvex kids collection provides 100% UVA, UVB, and UVC protection – with a special, child-friendly fit. When outdoor excursions are on the family agenda, uvex eyewear provides the advanced protection and good visibility kids need.
Summer means sunshine, and sunshine means sunglasses. The uvex sportstyle 507 children’s sports glasses with mirrored lenses provide excellent glare protection against strong sunlight. The lens technology also delivers total protection against UVA, UVB, and UVC rays. The child-friendly design and flexible frame make for a secure fit at all times.

**uvex sportstyle 507**

- **Flex frame**
  The soft temples and fully flexible frame ensure a comfortable, pressure-free fit.

- **100% protection**
  Children’s eyes need special protection. 100% UVA, UVB, and UVC protection up to 400 nm is always included.

- **Eyewear strap included**
  The strap prevents the children’s sports glasses from getting dropped and lost if they slip off the nose.
uvex sportstyle 510

High-quality sun protection for the youngest: the uvex sportstyle 510 reliably protects children from UV rays. The frame is made entirely from flexible material, which clings gently to the head and won’t be damaged if the sunglasses should land on the ground.

Features:
- Flex frame
- Soft temple ends
- Eyewear strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 507

The sporty children’s sunglasses in casual colors: the uvex sportstyle 507. The frame is flexible, so it easily withstands falls. And the litemirror lens effectively protects from glare as well as UVA, UVB, and UVC rays. Comes with a strap, for even more support and comfort.

Features:
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex frame
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

- New colorway
- New model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pink green mat</td>
<td>S53.2.029.3716</td>
<td>smoke (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dark blue mat</td>
<td>S53.2.029.4416</td>
<td>smoke (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue green mat</td>
<td>S53.2.029.4716</td>
<td>smoke (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turquoise white</td>
<td>S53.2.029.7816</td>
<td>smoke (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black mat red</td>
<td>S53.3.866.2716</td>
<td>mirror red (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black mat green</td>
<td>S53.3.866.2716</td>
<td>mirror green (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue orange</td>
<td>S53.3.866.4316</td>
<td>mirror orange (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pink purple</td>
<td>S53.3.866.6616</td>
<td>mirror pink (cat. 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uvex sportstyle 509

The uvex sportstyle 509 is the sporty children's eyewear. Wearing them, the youngest are safe when out in the mountains. The litemirror lenses reduce glare and also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex temples
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- Up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle 511 are the sporty lifestyle sunglasses for kids. The classic plastic frame with the discreet uvex logo is fitted with filter category 3 lenses, for complete protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- Up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 509

black
S53.3.940.2216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

pink
S53.3.940.3196
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

orange yellow
S53.3.940.3696
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

blue
S53.3.940.4446
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 509

uvex sportstyle 511

blue clear
S53.2.027.9416
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

grey clear
S53.2.027.9316
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black havana mat
S53.2.027.9216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white transparent camo
S53.2.027.8916
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 508

With the uvex sportstyle 508, kids are well prepared for the summer. The sunglasses do not only convince with stylish colors and fashionable litemirror lenses, but above all with 100% protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- Up to 400 nm

black mat
S53.3.895.2216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

clear pink
S53.3.895.3196
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

clear blue
S53.3.895.4446
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

clear green
S53.3.895.8916
litemirror silver (cat. 3)
tech summary

uvex colorvision

The three innovative colorvision color filters of the uvex lenses provide unique contrast and perfect vision – with a matching lens for every situation.

- Ultimate contrast enhancement
- Maximum color perception
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection

- For a comfortable viewing experience
- Reduce stray light and glare
- Polarizing lenses against disturbing reflections

uvex variomatic®

Eyewear with uvex variomatic® automatically reacts to the natural light conditions. They achieve a transmission of 8 to 100% (cat. 0–3) or 9 to 78% (cat. 1–3).

- Automatic, stepless self-tinting
- Polarizing lenses against disturbing reflections
- Three levels of protection in lenses (cat. 0–3 and cat. 1–3)

uvex supravision®

A special coating ensures fog-free vision without affecting the optical quality of the lens. It remains fog-free for twice as long as specified by the standard.

- 200% anti-fog* (cat. 0–3)
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- Break-resistant for maximum protection

uvex polavision®

The reliable protection against reflections and glare: the lenses of the uvex polavision® series absorb diffused light and reliably protect the eyes from overexertion.

- Polaring lenses against disturbing reflections
- Reduce stray light and glare
- For a comfortable viewing experience

lens types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light condition</th>
<th>low-light</th>
<th>medium bright/foreight</th>
<th>bright</th>
<th>glare*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter category</td>
<td>cat. 1</td>
<td>cat. 1–2</td>
<td>cat. 3</td>
<td>cat. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>80–100%</td>
<td>18–80%</td>
<td>8–16%</td>
<td>3–8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

uvex colorvision

outdoor (cat. 2)

uvex colorvision variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1–3)

uvex variomatic®

smoke (cat. 0–3)

uvex polavision®

pola mirror yellow (cat. 3)

mirror/litemirror

orange (cat. E)

basic

smoke (cat. 5)

curve 10

The good fit of the heavily curved frames offers more safety and comfort: the strongly curved lens bends around a full centimeter. The glasses thus fit better to the natural head shape and are closer to the sides.

uvex colorvision variomatic® meets uvex colorvision technology: lens tinting and contrast enhancement – in a single, innovative uvex lens. Made for sports activities in any weather and in any environment.

uvex polavision®

Decentered lens technology Distortions and curvatures in the field of view can quickly lead to irritation. uvex therefore uses grade 1 decentered lenses, which allow a distortion-free view.

Easy to clean

The special coating on the lens allows moisture or fingerprints to be easily removed.

Interchangeable lens construction

The uvex lens technology guarantees uncomplicated handling and perfect visibility in all weather conditions.

Soft nose pads and temple ends

A pair of glasses fits perfectly when you cannot feel them. Soft nose pads and soft temple ends ensure pressure-free wearing comfort.

UV protection

Ultraviolet absorbers integrated directly into the raw material filter 100% of harmful UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation up to 400 nm.

Direct lens ventilation

The uvex climate competence ensures permanent, draft-free ventilation. This keeps the field of view fog-free twice as long as conventional standards demand.
In the uvex media database you can download all product images, image brand pictures, advertisements, current PDFs of all catalogues and other marketing and POS measures free of charge. After registration, this service is available to you around the clock.

Digital catalogue

Our catalogues are now also available in digital, extended form. In addition to the product information, the digital catalogues contain features such as image videos and improved views of the products. For maximum flexibility, you can also download the catalogues and use them offline on your PC, smartphone or tablet at any time. Find our new digital catalogues here today:

www.uvex-sports.com/digital

media.uvex-sports.com

accessories

uvex soft case

S53.9.004.2201

uvex hard case

S53.9.148.0001

uvex eyewear case rectangle

S53.6.095.2200

uvex eyewear bag

S53.9.097.2002

uvex optical insert

S53.9.007.001

uvex sportstyle 224
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uvex eyewear floor display</td>
<td>3 x 3 m</td>
<td>740 x 2,100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex helmet holder</td>
<td>20 pieces</td>
<td>740 x 2,100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex beachflag</td>
<td>16 pieces</td>
<td>740 x 2,100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Product Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 603 CV V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 603 CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 603 CV small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 224 CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 207 CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 706 CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 706 CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 804 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 812 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 race V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 race V small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 803 V small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 802 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 802 V small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 222 pols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex blaze III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 225 pols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 217 set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 217 set refill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex sportstyle 511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 30 pols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 33 pols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvex lgl 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**sorted by price**
one brand. 
one mission. 
one vision.

uvex products protect people at work as well as in sport and leisure. As a partner of international top-level sport, uvex equips over 1,000 professional athletes worldwide.

The transfer of knowledge between uvex safety and uvex sports makes our products even safer, more functional, and more comfortable – both product divisions benefit mutually from this collaboration.

This was perfectly demonstrated at the Challenge Roth 2019, the biggest long-distance triathlon competition in the world: uvex safety provided equipment to the construction team and uvex sports equipped the athletes – that’s what you call successful teamwork.